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The Six Pointed Star is Venus Not Saturn 
 

In the east the six pointed star is the symbol of Vayu the God of air. The element of air is ruled 

by Venus. In Southern India the God Murrugan, yantra the geomantic symbol of the God is the 

six pointed star and Murrugan wears the six pointed star around His neck. Murrugan's title is 

Shukra which is the name of Venus in the original language of Sanskrit.  

 

 

In western alchemy the planet Venus's metal, copper is given Cu originally and was also called 

Kipar this is Kipara which means the "Serpent God" in the ancient lanuage and the Cu also 

spelled Ku is the ancient name of the serpent around the world. The star is the union of the 

male and female chakra's in Hinduism by the serpent energy. Its the symbol of the sexual 

alchemical union of the soul which gives the Light Body. The upper triangle is water and the 

bottom fire and they make the new soul Vayu. This is the sun and moon nadis being united in 

the central nadi with the risen serpent. 
 

 

Murrugan is also shown as red to denote the final stage in alchemy when the soul, spirit and 

body have been united into the Light Body and become immortal and perfected. In Hinduism 

Murrugan is the God of Ku...ndalini Yoga which is the process of obtaining the Light Body.  
 

 

Murrugan as mentioned before is Mithra in the Veda's and is the God of the Yezidhi's who they 

also call "Satan" which is the original title of the head God around the world. The Yezidhi's are 

ancient Persians who where a Vedic People. Mihr is the name of Mithra and the name of the 

spiritual leader of the Yezidhi's and the Mihragan which is from Murrugan is the name of the 

most important religious festival of the Yezidhi's. 
 

The Yezidhi's also have the symbol of Venus the six pointed star in their sacred sites as the 

symbol Satan and the God Murrugan is Dionysus to the Greeks. Dionysus's symbol was the six 

pointed star as well which is still found in His temple in Lebanon at Baalbek. Dionysus's name 

was also Ioannes which is from Oannes the ancient name of Enki in Sumeria. Whom the 

Chaldeans called "Satan". Sat is the supreme and An means God. Hence Satan the head God. 

In the ancient language. The ancient Gods where called the "An". It means "Heavenly 

Serpents". 

 

 

Satan rules Venus. 
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Re: The Six Pointed Star is Venus Not Saturn 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Aug 30, 2018 11:27 pm 

The Gods are the Orion galaxy. The planet Venus is not inhabitable its an allegory. The star is 

an ancient symbol the Jews stole at some point later on. The six pointed star is all over Hindu 

yantra's and its also called the star of Visnu in the east. But every major deity has this symbol, 

however Murrugan is the oldest deity.  
 

 

 

Flagellus75 wrote:Thanks Mageson for this post. It's very interesting. So, the Israel people 

stolen the symbol. In fact, in far east expecially in India, its an alchemical meaning that only 

few people can understand.  
And the related connection between Venus and this symbol, confirm that Lucifer and his 

legion, come down to earth, from Venus. This is confirmed also in ancient vedic texts. 

 

Re: The Six Pointed Star is Venus Not Saturn 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Aug 30, 2018 11:32 pm 

Christians are always freaking out about the end of the world they have been freaking out about 

the end of the world since the start of Christianity. Its part of the Christian psychosis their 

ideology wants to bring destruction to the world and all life on it, its Jewish. 
 

 

 

 

StraitShot47 wrote:What do we do about those that blame saturn on satan? 
 

Dudes are freaking out over in 4chan saying the end of the world's coming and they're 

blaming it on Satan and Saturn. And it just so happens that both these threads are posted 

around the same time. 
 

Obviously no one believes them, but can we be enlightened a little more on whats 

happening? If not, I understand and have a good idea about this pain they talk about.  
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Sieg Heil! 
Heil Hitler! 
Heil Satan! 

 

 

Re: The Six Pointed Star is Venus Not Saturn 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Aug 31, 2018 3:43 am 

Six is the union of spirit and matter together to form existence our word sex is the name of the 

Latin number six. The union of opposites.  
 

 

Syt wrote:What's the number symbolism of 6 in Venus in terms of numerology? 

Does the number six still tie into Saturnine energies? 
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